
IDEAS FOR 
YOUR MENTAL 
HEALTH 
TOOLBOX

INDUSTRY-BACKED, RESEARCH-BASED, SUICIDE PREVENTION AND SUPPORT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY SINCE 2008

• Talk about Mental Wellness which follows naturally from your Health and Safety Talk

• Be yourself (you know your crew)

• Keep the conversation light (if you’re a funny person, be funny, this breaks the ice)

• Talk about the importance of Health & Safety and Mental Wellness going hand in hand 
(give examples what this may look like). For example, if someone is struggling to 
concentrate because of things going on in their life, they could be going onto worksite 
mentally impaired putting both them and their workmates at risk

• Use the “How to spot the invitations” poster to help you talk about behavioural changes 
that we might see or hear

• Highlight the fact that it’s ok not to be ok, everyone struggles during COVID but we 
need to talk to someone

• Utilize your ASIST/Connectors to help with delivery and identify them to the crew, if 
you’re not comfortable talking with any of these people, talk with someone you trust

• Promote the collateral available

• Big emphasis on supporting one another, keeping an eye out for each other (Mates 
helping Mates)

• YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
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INDUSTRY-BACKED, RESEARCH-BASED, SUICIDE PREVENTION AND SUPPORT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY SINCE 2008



• Originated in Australia in 2008

• Established here in 2019 at the invitation of the New Zealand 
construction industry

• Here to address the number of workers we lose to suicide every year

• We are a New Zealand charitable organisation

• The programme builds on the strength of the industry

• MATES helping mates - Stronger Together

MATES IN CONSTRUCTION

2019

“EHARA TAKU TOA 
I TE TOA TAKITAHI 
ENGARI I TE TOA 
TAKITINI”

WORKING 
TOGETHER WE ARE 
STRONGER



WHY ARE WE HERE?

Construction workers are at 

more than TWICE 
the risk of dying 
by suicide
compared to the rest of the workforce

Our highest risk age groups are

20-24 year olds and 
45-49 year olds

Maori Men
are significantly overrepresented 
in these statistics 

Our highest risk occupations are our

labourers and 
our tradies.

BRANZ Research – suicide in the construction industry

Approximately ONE person 

dies every week to suicide in our 
industry, that’s 52 lives a year, which is the equivalent 
of 10 per cent of Aotearoa’s total suicide rate



MENTAL HEALTH TIPS TO USE ON SITE

BE CLEAR HOENST AND DIRECT
Reassure your team with clear, direct and supportive communications. Some may feel vulnerable 
about being back at work. Ensure clear communication, providing clear boundaries, and directives 
will make the environment easier to engage in and will help create a sense of security.

ENCOURAGE YOUR WORKERS
The morning Toolbox Talks are a great way to encourage your workers, brighten the mood, and 
increase positivity.

CHECK IN ON YOUR WORKERS
Make the time to check in with workers during the day. Once the COVID-19 Alert Levels change for 
industry the expectation is that all employees will need to work according to Health and Safety 
guidelines. This could create isolation and a long day for the workers onsite. Where possible make it 
part of business that someone from the team goes around and touches base with everyone to see 
how they are travelling.



MENTAL HEALTH TIPS TO USE ON SITE

BE AVALIABLE 
Advise your workers that if for any reason they are struggling they can come to the site office (or a 
point of contact) any time. Proactively support workers who identify as being at risk of workplace 
psychological injury. Refer workers to appropriate channels of support for workplace mental health 
and wellbeing, such as Employee Assistance Programmes. Call MATES in Construction to speak to 
someone immediately on 0800 111 315. 

SELF CARE
When supporting others, we need to look after ourselves too. If you have helped someone today, 
you need to make time for yourself too by doing something that you know is good for you, even if 
you don’t feel like it. Go for a walk, phone MATES for a debrief session, spend time with loved ones 
or friends – these are great strategies which support your own wellbeing. Contact MATES in 
Construction for a debrief session on 0800 111 315.



HOW DO I REACT WHEN I’M SCARED, FRIGHTENED OR WORRIED?

You might feel angry

You could shut down

You might panic



HOW DO WE MANAGE THESE FEELINGS?

Stop what we 
are doing

Take deep 
breaths

Find something to look at, maybe 
your feet, the ground or hold 
something to help you focus 
whilst breathing

Seek some support, talk to a 
mate, a Connector, a manager 
or ring MATES 0800 111 315

Things you could say:
• Can I talk to you?
• I don’t feel so good right now
• I need your help



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-M0YEJeEBMQ&t=1s&ab_channel=MATESinConstructionNZ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7saVQrVhb4&t=2s&ab_channel=MATESinConstructionNZ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiD_oI5wGUk&ab_channel=MATESinConstructionNZ


KNOWING HOW TO SPOT THE INVITATIONS

Changes in behavior that you or a mate might 
be displaying. These are not one-off incidents, 
but rather happening more often than usual.

IT’S OKAY NOT TO BE OKAY, BUT IT’S NOT OKAY TO
DO NOTHING ABOUT IT.
Sometimes what might be happening for us might require
more help. Talk to a mate, or call us at MATES in
Construction on 0800 111 315. We are available 24/7 for
free confidential service.

struggling to  
concentrate
struggling to
finish tasks

using alcohol or
drugs as a way
of coping

coming to
work late

not making it to
work at all

usually easy going

angry and agitated
easily

being distant
“not responding to  messages”

finding it hard to 
cope with everyday 
things

isolating oneself
“not wanting to talk to people”

usually talkative

usually sociable



5 STEPS TO DE-STRESS

If you find that you are feeling stressed and anxious, here are 5 simple steps to help you manage.

1

2

3

DE-STRESS
Go through the steps below to help you de-stress. This will give you the
time and skills to manage your feelings and emotions more easily.

STEP BACK
Stop what you are doing, remove yourself from the situation immediately. This is
for your own health and safety and the safety of others working around you.

TAKE A BREATH
Take 10 seconds for yourself. Take a breath and breathe out slowly a few times this 
will help slow your heart rate and calm your busy mind.



5 STEPS TO DE-STRESS

If you find that you are feeling stressed and anxious, here are 5 simple steps to help you manage.

4 RE-FOCUS
Focus on the here and now and clear your mind of the stressors you are feeling. Focusing is one
of the best ways to alleviate stress by paying attention to what is going on now. This will help to calm
your busy mind.

5 ENGAGE
Now that you have had a few minutes to re-centre, what do you need to engage with from here?
• You might be OK. Heading back to work right now is OK for you.
• You might just need to chat to someone, talk to a MATE, your boss or a friend or family member.
• You might be struggling more than both of those options. If so, we recommend that you advise 

someone onsite and engage with more professional supports such as MATES in Construction on
0800 111 315.



HOW TO START A CONVERSATION

You don’t have to have all  the answers – just being  there and being supportive  is great!

➊ ENCOURAGE HELP SEEKING
Help your mate to talk aboutwhat they are  struggling with and reassure them that you are
there to listen and provide support with what they’re going through.

➋ ENCOURAGE YOUR MATE TO SEEK HELP FOR WHAT 
THEY ARE STRUGGLING WITH

“How are you doing?” “What’s happening in your world?”

“How’s life?” “How’s the family?”

Next, if they’reokay talking, then mention specific things thathave made you concerned,
such as:

“You don’t seem yourself-anything up?”

Don’t interrupt or rush them,justwait and sit  patiently in silence while they think.Take it seriously.

What comes next?

“Have you spoken to anyone else about 
this?”

“what would help you manage the 
load?”

“What can we change to make life easier?”

Let them know you are asking becauseyou are concerned about them. If they get upset or
angry, stay calm,don’t take it personally.

Ask questions aboutwhat is going on like:

Remind your mate, there is always someone to listen  and support 
them. They are not alone.

If you are supporting someone in the workplace, suggest they seek
furthersupportand perhaps talk  to one of the following:

MATES in Construction – we are here 24/7 to support you and your mate. 
Maybe they could talk to the H&S Manageror someone they truston site.
You  might have an Employee Assistance Programme, alternatively their 
GP, family, whanau, friends, community and church leaders could provide
help.

“How can I help?”

“What would be a good first step?”

“What has helped before?”



MATES SELF- CARE GUIDE

BE KIND TO YOURSELF
Have reasonable expectations of yourself. If you feel like you are struggling remember that we 
have been dealing with unusual and unique times. This has caused stress and anxiety in the
community which can affect your mental health and wellbeing. Be aware of the strain you may
have been under and don’t beat yourself up if you are not firing on all cylinders.

TAKE TIME FOR SELF-CARE 
In times of increased stress, self-care must increase to counter the negative effects on your 
mental wellbeing. Ensure that you make time and create opportunities to do healthy things that 
make you feel good. This may be outdoor activities, hobbies, sports or spending quality time 
with friends or family



MATES SELF- CARE GUIDE

EAT, DRINK AND SLEEP HEALTHILY 
A healthy diet, good hydration and sleep are fundamental for positive mental health and
wellbeing. Look after your physical health and good mental health will follow.

REMOVE NEGATIVE INFLUENCES IN YOUR LIFE 
Negative people and harmful activities can bring us down and affect our mental wellbeing. 
Surround yourself with happy and positive people who are positive and supportive. Avoid 
doing activities which you know to be harmful to your wellbeing.

DEVELOP YOUR KEY RELATIONSHIPS 
Take time to develop the most important connections you have with people. Create time for your 
relationships. Be kind and share how much you appreciate those valued relationships. These 
special human connections will then thrive, bringing you joy.



TE WHARE TAPA WHĀ – THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF WELLBEING

When our buckets are in balance, we thrive. When one or more of these is running low our wellbeing is impacted.

Developed by Sir Mason Durie in 1984 to provide a Māori perspective on health

TAHA TINANA - Physical 
Wellbeing

Taha Tinana is your physical 
wellbeing. How we grow, feel and 
move and how we nourish and 
care for it. 

Physical wellbeing helps you cope 
with life’s ups and downs and helps 
us feel mentally well

TAHA WAIRUA - Spiritual Health

Taha wairua is about your connection with 
the environment, people and heritage in the 
past, present and future. We can all view 
wairua differently.

For some wairua is the capacity for faith or 
religious beliefs or having a belief in a higher 
power.



TE WHARE TAPA WHĀ – THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF WELLBEING

When our buckets are in balance, we thrive. When one or more of these is running low our wellbeing is impacted.

Developed by Sir Mason Durie in 1984 to provide a Māori perspective on health

TAHA WHĀNAU – Family Health

Taha whānau is about who make 
you feel you belong, who you care 
about and who you share your life 
with.

Whānau is about extended 
relationships – not just immediate 
relatives. It’s your friends, 
community and people you care 
about. Whānau provides strength 
to be who we are. 

TAHA HINENGARO - Mental and 
Emotional Health

Hinengaro represents your mind your 
thoughts, feelings and emotions.

Hinengaro is about how you feel as well as 
how you communicate and think. How do we 
see ourselves, our interaction with our 
identity and the perception.



0800 111 315
STRONGER TOGETHER
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